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22 May

It's ironic that the Raisi crash involved the fact that they were flying in a Bell 212
— a US-made chopper.

>🤔 "World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab steps back from
executive post - He will be stepping down as executive chairman and
transitioning to a role as non-executive chairman, he said, adding the change in
his role is pending approval by the Swiss government.":
https://www.semafor.com/article/05/21/2024/klaus-schwab-says-hes-stepping-do
wn-as-world-economic-forum-head

>💥 "The Reign of the U.S. Dollar as The World’s Reserve Currency is
Rapidly Coming to an End – Is the Death of the Iranian President Related?"
by Brian Shilhavy (whose reports Robert oftentimes quoted).:
https://healthimpactnews.com/2024/the-reign-of-the-u-s-dollar-as-the-worlds-rese
rve-currency-is-coming-to-an-end-is-the-death-of-the-iranian-president-related/

> 🤦 "Catholic Monk Comes Out as Transgender: 'Deal With Us'" - Hmmm, I
think I'll let God deal with you! "It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of the
living God." (Heb.10:31)
(Excerpts:) "On May 17, Brother Christian Matson, a Catholic monk in Kentucky,
came out as transgender this month, saying the church had 'to deal with' trans
Catholics...In April, the Vatican published 'Infinite Dignity', a 20-page declaration
that discussed the Catholic Church's view on transgender individuals. The
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declaration, which was approved by Pope Francis, said God created men and
women as biologically different beings, and that no one should try to alter that
plan or 'make oneself God'. The document describes gender-affirming surgery as
violating God's gift of human dignity and as attempting to play God on the
surgeon's table during a 'sex-change intervention'. An exception was made for
surgery to correct 'genital abnormalities', which healthcare professionals could
help 'resolve', the declaration said." - I guess the tranny didn't get the memo?:
https://www.newsweek.com/catholic-church-monk-comes-out-transgender-vatica
n-pope-francis-1902567

>🚨 "The Drive for War" - Excellent article! There are now an ordered set of
neoliberal beliefs to which anybody in a Western nation participating in public
affairs must subscribe. Not to subscribe to all of these beliefs makes you a
“populist”, a “conspiracy theorist”, a “Putin puppet” or a “useful idiot”.:
https://www.craigmurray.org.uk/archives/2024/05/the-drive-for-war/

>🔎 "If the blind lead the blind, both shall fall into the ditch.” (Mat.15:14b)
"Why are Israel and the West unravelling in tandem?":
https://strategic-culture.su/news/2024/05/20/why-are-israel-and-the-west-unravell
ing-in-tandem/

>🤨 Ukrainians have launched an online petition, calling for Vladimir Zelensky to
be drafted into the military, seeing that his presidential term is officially finished.
Like a cokehead-driven semi careening down the highway, when's it gonna crash
and who is it gonna take with it?
"Vladimir Zelensky: No mandate, no election. So what now? With his term
in office having reached its expiry date and the conflict going badly for
Kiev, the Ukrainian leader is in a very difficult situation" - That's putting it
gently! This guy is headed for or is already in the🚽🚾!!!:
https://swentr.site/russia/597937-zelensky-no-mandate-election/

>😤 Regarding the article I posted yesterday, "NATO has become military wing
of globalist cabal", would that Stoltenberg would find himself in a viper-filled vault
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filled with the agony of these victims (see link below), as he endlessly vomits his
worm-riddled words, "On the International Day against Homophobia, Biphobia &
Transphobia, and every day: all love is equal. LGBTQ+ people deserve respect &
dignity, and I am proud to call myself your ally."
"‘The Butchers And Liars Were Murderously Wrong’: New Study Finds
12-Fold Higher Suicide Risk For People Who Had Gender Surgery":
https://www.dailywire.com/news/the-butchers-and-liars-were-murderously-wrong-
suicide-risk-skyrockets-following-gender-affirmation-surgery-new-study-shows

>❄🌨 Snowflake alert!
• "Climate cultists want to IMPRISON anyone who disagrees with them"
(Excerpts:) "British environmentalist Jim Dale is so angry that some people
refuse to believe that the planet is warming due to climate change that he is now
calling for all 'climate deniers' to be sent to the gulag...Dale thinks it should be
illegal for anyone to express opposition to his personally held beliefs about the
planet getting too warm due to things like people eating meat and farm animals
passing gas. Andrew Doyle found himself embroiled in a fiery debate with Dale
recently after Dale blew up at Doyle for holding a different viewpoint about
climate change.Dale says he is okay with people who disagree with his views
talking with their close family and friends about what they believe...However, if
someone is caught 'polluting' public discourse with their opinions that Dale
disagrees with, then he would prefer that they be thrown behind bars and
punished for upsetting him...According to "Watts Up With That", Earth is actually
in a process of cooling right now, not warming. In fact, the climate is always
changing up and down depending not only on the season but also the age.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-20-climate-cultists-imprison-anyone-disag
rees.html
- and -
• "Canada rapidly criminalizing anyone who opposes transgenderism"
(Excerpts:) "Canada's deep state intelligence apparatus considers anyone who
opposes transgender mutilation as an extremist who deserves jail time. If you
oppose any form of LGBT gender ideology – this includes holding the belief that
there are only two genders, male and female – then the Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS) wants to lock you up for being part of the 'anti-gender
movement', as they are calling it...According to CSIS, any opposition to LGBT
ideology constitutes an Ideologically Motivated Violent Extremism (IMVE)
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movement that poses a 'significant threat to Canada's national security'. CSIS
also berated those who believe in only two genders as being 'homophobic' and
'transphobic'. This includes Christians who hold to /religious interpretations/ and
/conspiracy theories', or who manifest 'a generalized fear of sociocultural
change'.":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-20-canada-rapidly-criminalizing-anyone-w
ho-opposes-transgenderism.html

>📢 "The Coming World Future Summit & PACT Consensus"
(Excerpt:): "This PACT successfully merges all their issues in a package whereby
if the UN decides on a strategy, the PACT will be implemented to execute the
strategy and member states obey. So very sly. This means the International
Health Regulations' and Global Pandemic Response Framework are just details
and no longer bear the same importance we thought they had. It will be the PACT
that will get the job done...But it is not so clever we cannot see the writing on the
wall. The entire action ultimately is to control food, water, fuel and people...This
PACT will be presented and signed off at the UN Summit of the Future this
coming September 2024
(https://www.worldfuturecouncil.org/un-summit-of-the-future/) and is to be
attended by heads of states – not mere diplomats but the heads of states...The
ultimate aim is population reduction and the powers behind this have no moral
restraint – they are resolute, intent and have all the money in the world to
achieve their goals...George Orwell somehow knew this was coming, and it is.
The Bible knows ALL about it.":
https://www.riveroflies.co.nz/post/the-coming-world-future-summit-pact-consensu
s?utm_campaign=e206133b-ec85-4b49-838c-931480f9d975&utm_source=so&ut
m_medium=mail&cid=b380e786-f1eb-4761-af09-d177d3a59c95

>💉 "Destroying Our Connection to God with Gene Editing Injections -
Evidence of VMAT2 Deletion in the shots" - 4.50 min vid (its transcript
included, below the vid):
https://gregreese.substack.com/p/destroying-our-connection-to-god?utm_mediu
m=reader2
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>😳 Paying with your face? Barreling towards the face-off between God and the
Devil! "They looked unto Him, and were lightened: and their faces were not
ashamed." (Psa.34:5)
• "With JPMorgan, Mastercard on board in biometric ‘breakthrough’ year,
you may soon start paying with your face":
https://www.cnbc.com/2024/05/20/this-may-be-the-year-you-pay-with-your-face-a
s-biometrics-hit-tipping-point.html
- and -
• "The process of digitally marking every human is well underway but how
many humans are even aware of where this is leading? Mega-bank JP
Morgan gearing up to launch broad biometric payment system that will be made
available to all retailers"
(Excerpt:) "It’s just a matter of time before this technology is installed in retail
stores, banning anyone from buying or selling products unless they are among
the digitally marked. At that point, we are into Revelation 13.":
https://leohohmann.substack.com/p/the-process-of-digitally-marking

>🕵"When Online Content Disappears - 38% of web pages that existed in
2013 are no longer accessible a decade later" -Whew! Good reminder to keep
hiding the Word in my heart and to stay up to date daily!:
https://www.pewresearch.org/data-labs/2024/05/17/when-online-content-disappe
ars/
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Parody becomes reality: Illinois has passed a bill, changing the word "offender",
to "justice-impacted individual".🤦

>✏ Dot to dot will untie the knots and reveal the deeds of the delites' plots! May
we not be caught in their sordid clots, insidiously fraught with God knows what!
Let's cross our✝s, dot our👀s, dwell in His Word, stay close by His side!
• "World Hellth Assassinations. May’s a busy month."
(Excerpts:) "It’s been a busy time for assassination attempts this month:
7 May – Assassination attempt against Saudi Crown Prince;
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13 May – Turkish President Erdogan warns of a military coup and holds an
emergency meeting;
15 May – Attempted assassination of Fico;
16 May – Attempted assassination of Serbian President Vucic;
19 May – Saudi Arabia’s King Salaman hospitalised for the second time in four
weeks;
19 May – Iranian President Raisi killed in helicopter crash.
Can you spot the connection? And there’s still a few weeks left in May…who is
next?":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/world-hellth-assassinations-mays-a-busy-mont
h/
- and -
• Add to the above list these two: the assassination of the head of the Iranian
intelligence service of Lorestan province in Iran and the Chief of Iran National
Police!:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/iran-intelli
gence-service-chief-assassinated
- and -
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/chief-of-ira
n-national-police-assassinated
- and -
• "Evidence Is Now Appearing Indicating the Iran Presidential Helicopter
Crash WAS an Assassination"
(Excerpts:) "Strange coincidence that the Prime Minister of Slovakia, Robert Fico,
also met with the President of Azerbaijan, days before Fico was shot in an
assassination attempt." - Includes 2.15 min vid:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/evidence-i
s-now-appearing-indicating-the-iran-presidential-helicopter-crash-was-an-assassi
nation
- and -
• "Iran – A Mysterious Helicopter Crash or Martyrdom":
https://www.globalresearch.ca/iran-mysterious-helicopter-crash-martyrdom/5857
843

>🤨 "The Attack on Fico - The ‘Canary in the Mine’":
https://karlof1.substack.com/p/crooke-the-attack-on-fico?utm_medium=reader2
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>😳 TTS comment: "This happened with homosexuality, which was once a
criminal offense, and now the same process is underway aimed at removing the
stigma from paedophilia. The next step campaigners are working toward is
lowering the age of consent to 12-years-old." - Krumme-13, a group in Germany,
calls itself a “self-help” organization for “pedosexuals” and argues children should
have “the right to the free development of their personality"! The floodgates are
opening wider! "For wide is the gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to
destruction, and many there be which go in thereat." (Mat.7:13b)
• "Germany decriminalizes child porn possession"
(Excerpt:) "Germany’s parliament has voted to remove the possession of child
sexual abuse materials as a criminal offence. The country’s Criminal Code will no
longer include the section pertaining to child pornography.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288023
- and -
• "German Parliament: SICK! Decriminalizes Possession of CHILD PORN":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/german-p
arliament-sick-decriminalizes-possession-of-child-porn

>💥 TTS comment: "Initially, the aim was to fragment Russia into a series of
smaller states, which would have been beholden to western aligned oligarchs.
Ukraine was meant to be the starting point, but Russia has pre-empted the plan
with its Special Military Operation. So now NATO is looking to openly confront
Russia."
• "NATO state’s PM calls for breakup of Russia.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288001
- and -
• "Russia to Unilaterally Change Sea Borders with Lithuania and Finland in
the Baltic":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/russia-to-u
nilaterally-change-sea-borders-with-lithuania-and-finland-in-the-baltic
- and -
• "British Gov't Telling Citizens 'Stock up on Three Days Food'":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/british-gov
t-telling-citizens-stock-up-on-three-days-food
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>⚠ As Kit Knightly explains, we are about to see the rollout of raft of new
biotechnology. Ostensibly for our convenience and security, the technology will
also bring more surveillance and control.
"2024 & the Inevitable Rise of Biometrics"
(Excerpts:) "Did you know we’re in a 'breakthrough year' for biometric payment
systems?...JPMorgan and Mastercard are on board with the technology and
intend a wide rollout in the near future, following successful trials. In March this
year, JPMorgan signed a deal with PopID to begin a broad release of biometric
payment systems in 2025.":
https://off-guardian.org/2024/05/21/2024-the-inevitable-rise-of-biometrics/

>🔎 Note the name of this site: AITHORITY.
"AI Safety Summit 2024" - Includes .24 min vid
(Excerpts:) "Security leaders need to fight fire with fire, using AI-powered
solutions that empower them with actionable intelligence to spot AI-fueled threats
in their tracks...AI is advancing rapidly, and humans are unprepared for the
repercussions...Only summits allow true pauses.":
https://aithority.com/news/ai-safety-summit-2024/

>😬 Preparing the masses for more broad ways into and through, and the
worshipping of stargates and portals!
"We Stood on Both Sides of the New York–Dublin Portal and It Was
Glorious - Hundreds of people and two WIRED reporters gathered at the Portal,
which is open again after being closed due to 'inappropriate behavior'.”:
https://www.wired.com/story/new-york-dublin-portal-reopening/

>💉The delites haven’t given upon the idea of ushering in totalitarian rule on the
pretext of protecting public health!
• "By month’s end, WHO seeks to pass Orwellian pandemic treaty to
implement algorithmic surveillance and control systems worldwide"
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-21-who-to-pass-pandemic-treaty-impleme
nting-global-surveillance.html
- and -
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• "World Council for Health delivers CEASE AND DESIST orders to World
Health [Hellth!] Organization over 'criminal' COVID-19 actions":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-22-wch-delivers-cease-and-desist-order-w
ho.html

>👏 "Several States Take Steps to Block a Central Bank Digital Currency":
https://www.moneymetals.com/news/2024/05/17/several-states-take-steps-to-blo
ck-a-central-bank-digital-currency-003192

>⚔ The battle for disclosure! Dr Greer has been on the warpath for well over
30-plus years in exposing black-budget programs!
• "DR. GREER DROPS BOMBSHELL INFORMATION! CATASTROPHIC
DISCLOSURE!" - (Excerpts from this 47.55 min vid:) "There are always people
embedded in the system who stop forward momentum and disclosure, and we're
going to know who they are by what they do...It's time for this chicanery to stop
and people who are in conclusion with the cover up need to be called out. So that
is something I'm sharing for the first time...80 years of cover up is being
exposed!...(He outlines protection plan for whistleblowers effective June 20,
2024.)...This catastrophic disclosure consisting of terabytes of even classified
information is a way to prepare people with all this content for something much
bigger that's coming.":
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-greer-drops-bombshell-information-catastrop
hic-disclosure/
- and -
• Here is the link (which is also provided in the link above) to the Disclosure
Project Intelligence Archive. Dr Greer explains in the video above why (for the
longevity and security of the site) registration (email and password) is
mandatory.:
https://www.dpiarchive.com/#/login?redirect=%2F

I won't be delving into Dr Greer's site, mainly because of personal time
constraints. But, imo, if more and more people are coming forward to divulge
what they've seen, done, hear and experienced in terms of their involvement in
these hush-hush programs (and other cover-ups worldwide, ie pharmakeia,
trafficking, and other evils machinations), then perhaps this incentivises the
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delites to crank up their demonic devices, pushbacks, rants and pranks, etc. all
the more!?

> "Meet the Kiwis ditching modern life and turning to the homesteading
lifestyle" - "Come out of her, My people!" (From Rev.18:4):
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/country/517336/meet-the-kiwis-ditching-modern-life-a
nd-turning-to-the-homesteading-lifestyle

24 May

>🤔 "Germany says it will ARREST Benjamin Netanyahu if he sets foot in
the country following ICC call to charge him with war crimes - as Israel becomes
increasingly isolated over Gaza - Netanyahu has condemned comparisons
between the Israeli government and Hamas - Israel's ambassador to Berlin
claims the ICC prosecutor has 'completely lost his moral compass' in the wake of
the arrest warrants" - 1.05 and 1.06 min vids:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13450685/germany-arrest-benjamin-net
anyahu-icc-war-crimes-isreal-gaza.html

>👀Whoah! "What do they know we don’t know?World’s central banks buy
record $24 billion in gold in first 3 months of 2024 - The price of gold is at
record highs, but it’s being bought in record quantity, and China is dumping
record amounts of US treasuries. What do they know we are not allowed to
know?" - Read on!!:
https://strangesounds.org/2024/05/what-do-they-know-we-dont-know-worlds-cent
ral-banks-buy-record-24-billion-in-gold-in-first-3-months-of-2024.html

>🤖 "VISA Introduces The ‘One Card To Rule Them All,’ One Card
Connected To Multiple Banks. Replaces Numbers With Digital ID
Verification, AI Will Learn Purchases" - .10 sec and 8.18 min vids:
https://winepressnews.com/2024/05/22/visa-introduces-the-one-card-to-rule-the
m-all-one-card-connected-to-multiple-banks-replaces-numbers-with-digital-id-veri
fication-ai-will-learn-purchases/
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>📺 TTS comment: "With a UK general election having been announced for July
4, Andrew Feinstein exposes the lies and contradictions that characterize the
leader of Britain’s main opposition party."
"The One Video Keir Starmer Doesn’t Want You To See" - 7.50 min vid:
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288067

>♨ "The Eurocrats Fear That Fico's Attempted Assassination Will
Influence Next Month's Elections" - Truly a hot potato!:
https://korybko.substack.com/p/the-eurocrats-fear-that-ficos-attempted

>📢 "Georgian PM claims EU Commissioner 'voiced threat' against
overcoming veto on transparency law in phone conversation"
(Excerpts:) "Kobakhidze stressed it was 'extremely disturbing' to see the 'terrorist
attack' on the Slovak PM, who was still undergoing treatment, being mentioned
'in the context of blackmail' related to the law...Georgian Prime Minister Irakli
Kobakhidze on Thursday claimed the unspecified European Commissioner had
'listed a number of measures' Western politicians might take if the Georgian
President’s veto on the recently adopted law on transparency of foreign influence
was overcome by the ruling Georgian Dream party in a phone conversation.
Kobakhidze claimed the official had made the comment while adding 'You've
seen what happened to [Slovak PM] Fico and you should be very careful', in
reference to the Government official being shot in the central Slovakian town of
Handlová last week. 'The public is observing the developments surrounding the
law on transparency, and has noticed that several high-ranking foreign politicians
do not hesitate to use open blackmail against the Georgian people and their
elected Government...We have become accustomed to this kind of insulting
blackmail, and it has essentially lost its impact on both society and the
Government'...he [referenced] unspecified political forces in the West who
allegedly seek to create a revolutionary scenario in Georgia and involve the
country into opening a 'second front' amid the ongoing war in Ukraine...[and] felt
'obliged to inform the Georgian public' about the alleged threat, saying the
parallel drawn with the attempted assassination of Fico was a 'reminder that the
Global War Party is an extremely dangerous force willing to do anything to bring
chaos to Georgia'.":

https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288067
https://korybko.substack.com/p/the-eurocrats-fear-that-ficos-attempted


https://agenda.ge/en/news/2024/39265

>🤨 The Kenyan government's decision to send police forces to Haiti has
sparked backlash from Kenyans who believe US money is the main reason for
the deployment. Hmmm. Is it a "Take the money, send your troop, or else"
situation?!
"Kenya's president defends sending police forces to Haiti despite security
concerns back home" - 2.23 min vid
https://youtu.be/JvrxdQAoe88?feature=shared

>🔊 "Italy Introduces Bill for Compulsory Military Service 18-26 Year olds;
Men and Women - A Bill filed in the Italian Parliament provides for the return of
compulsory military service, with 6 months of civil or military service for young
people between 18 and 26 years of age, both men and women. Men go military,
women go Civil.":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/italy-introd
uces-bill-for-compulsory-military-service-18-26-year-olds-men-and-women

>🔥 The Star-Spangled Banner heatwave is on, in more ways than one!
• "DHS Admits Border Has Been Open To Criminals And Terrorists" -
DHS=Department of Hell's Sabotage? Deterioration and demolition can now no
longer be publicly denied!:
https://greatgameindia.com/dhs-admits-border-has-been-open-to-criminals-and-t
errorists/
- and -
• "This Was the Atlantic Ocean Heat Anomaly in 2005 that Spawned
Hurricane Katrina — Now Look at THIS Year!" - Prepare accordingly!:
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/national-news/this-wa
s-the-atlantic-ocean-heat-anomaly-in-2005-that-spawned-hurricane-katrina

>🤯 Heads up! Get ready for it! The (Chat) Global Paganism 2.0 (or whatever
number it is!) Takeover has only been offering light hors d'oeuvres! As Satan's
scheme steams towards its head, well, where do you think this is all headed?
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And what kind of heads are going to be transplanted onto what kind of bodies? Is
this a blasphemous bellow against The Head—Christ! "Speaking the truth in love,
may grow up into Him in all things, which is the head, even Christ." (Eph.4:15)
And does all this heady news relate in any way to the future fulfilment of
Rev.13:3, where it says about the Beast, "And I saw one of his heads as it were
wounded to death; and his deadly wound was healed: and all the world
wondered after the beast"? God help us to keep our heads on straight, because I
have a feeling that things are going to be tumultuously turned on its head!
"Company unveils how world’s first head transplant would work"
(Excerpts:) "Neuroscience and biomedical engineering startup BrainBridge has
announced a mind-bending concept that would allow a head to be grafted onto a
donor body...The whole-body procedure involves transplanting a patient's head
onto a healthy, brain-dead donor body, ensuring the preservation of
consciousness, memories, and cognitive abilities. BrainBridge says the process
aims to be available within 8 years and would integrate advanced robotics and
artificial intelligence to carry out the transplantation procedures...The concept is
the brainchild of Dubai-based project lead Hashem Al-Ghaili, a biotechnologist
and science communicator.":
https://www.newsontheneck.com/living/health/company-unveils-how-world-s-first-
head-transplant-would-work/article_f60813c4-1188-529f-9726-af6dc1742b15.htm
l

>💥 So, the above-mentioned headhunter project lead is based in Dubai, the
perfect place, I've heard, to do perfectly dirty business, a gangsters' paradise, a
safehaven for some of the world's most dangerous crims who have chosen this
location for its high degree of immunity that one cannot, in general, see
anywhere else in the world. Find out more about this crooked, criminal and
corrupt piratetropolis!
Synopsis: "It might sound strange, but the crime capital of Australia is currently
Dubai. That’s because this glitzy mega city in the Persian Gulf has become home
to nearly all of our biggest organised crime bosses. Their thinking in moving
offshore is that they’re out of reach of federal and state policing authorities, but
they might want to think again. As Nick McKenzie reports, an enormous leak of
Dubai property records has revealed not only their residential addresses, but also
how the city has become the perfect destination for crooks, and suspected
criminals, from all around the world to do their dirty business."
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"How Dubai became a haven for criminals from around the world - 60
Minutes Australia" - 17.30 min vid:
https://youtu.be/i823AhR8zKQ?feature=shared

>🚨 "The last generation of Giants gradually disappeared after the last
reset" - 9.40 min vid.Was the apparent push in the 1800s to have them
strategically removed by the delites (the same century that spawned the
Congress of Vienna, the US Civil War and other human-killing schemes,
Marxism, Darwinism, the Zionist-backed Darby's damnable Scofield Bible, the
founding of the Smithsonian Institution in 1846 which collected innumerable
historic treasures and hid and/or disposed of them etc. - DYOR) part of their plan
to hasten humanity's denial of its Creator? It is up to each and every one of us to
unlearn and see through the lies and preach God's Truth! "History is a set of lies
agreed upon." — Napoleon Bonaparte:
https://helenastales.weebly.com/blogue/the-last-generation-of-giants-gradually-di
sappeared-after-the-last-reset

25 May

>🚫 TTS intro: "Following in the footsteps of his Western counterpart, the mayor
of Warsaw has decreed that all Christian symbols be removed from public
buildings." - Maybe Christians also need a national homeland where they can
officially observe their beliefs!? Even so, come quickly, Lord Jesus!
"Mayor of Warsaw BANS Christian Symbols"
(Excerpt:) "Rafał Trzaskowski, who was re-elected for a second term as mayor
last month, passed the decree last week, in the name of preventing
‘discrimination’ and to 'recognise and take into account social diversity'. Given
that Poland is an almost wholly Christian Catholic country, it basically means that
no images of Christ or crosses are allowed at city hall and other state buildings.":
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288104

>🤦 Smoke and mirrors, mirrors and smoke, no means yes and yes means no;
down is up and up is down, a frown is a smile and a smile is a frown; truth are
lies and lies are the truth; wicked is in and good is uncouth!
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"When The Lie becomes the Truth: 'Israel is the Victim of Palestinian
Aggression'. According to the ICC, 'There is No Genocide'. - Outright
Fraud: The Criminalization of International Law":
https://michelchossudovsky.substack.com/p/when-the-lie-becomes-the-truth-israe
l?utm_medium=reader2

>🤨 "The real reason why U.S. and French troops have been in Niger for
years - No, it's not about fighting terrorism as the U.S. State Department
and its media lackeys are telling the American people." - As it has been for
millennia, it's about pillaging and raping whatever suits and lines the pockets of
the perpetrators! Lord Jesus! Deliver us from evil!:
https://leohohmann.substack.com/p/the-real-reason-why-us-and-french?r=qrouj&
utm_medium=ios&triedRedirect=true

>⚰ "President Raeisi laid to rest at Imam Reza (AS) Shrine":
https://www.presstv>
.ir/Detail/2024/05/23/726092/President-Raeisi-laid-to-rest-at-Imam-Reza-(AS)-Sh
rine

>🙏 "Breaking – WHO Member States Fail to Reach Agreement on
Pandemic Accord; Way Forward in Hands of World Health Assembly" - Let's
keep praying for the failure of these villainous ventures!:
https://healthpolicy-watch.news/breaking-pandemic-accord-negotiations-stall-aga
in-with-way-forward-in-hands-of-world-health-assembly/

>⚠ May 23 is World Invocation Day! And has been since 1952. What does that
mean?
"United Nations and World Invocation Day: A day to invoke satan and the
antichrist"
(Excerpts:) "Since 1952, World Invocation Day has been observed every year on
the day of the Gemini full moon. This year the day is being observed today, 23
May. It is marked by the use of the Great Invocation….[Read to find out more!
And remember…] "The esoteric goals of the United Nations have been
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conveniently outsourced to the Lucis Trust to avoid controversies and conflicts of
interests...As for the 'Coming One' [mentioned in the Invocation, quoted in this
article]...who will work for all of humanity under a syncretised religion, look no
further than references to the antichrist and the false prophet in the Bible. The
'Enlightened beings' invoked by Lucis’ proteges are nothing but fallen angels
whose activities and manifestations will snowball in the End Times. The surge in
multifaceted chaos worldwide are just symptoms of this ongoing 'enlightenment'.
The psychopathic religion of the Globalists shapes their decisions and actions.
Their religious motivations play a significant role in their engagement in the real
war they are waging on the minds of populations. It’s irrelevant if we think it’s
fanciful; what’s relevant is that they believe it. The United Nations [UN=United
Nephilim!] library was built by a group called the Lucifer Publishing Company,
later changed to Lucis Trust. Lucis Trust cites the writings of Theosophical
Society founder Helena Blavatsky constantly as the inspiration for their
organisation. The annual event has to align with astrological cues...Lucifer, the
'unfairly maligned sacrificing angel', is who the Great Invocation wants to
summon...As for the 'Coming One' and 'World Teacher [Which the invocation
invokes - read it in the full article!] who will work for all of humanity under a
syncretised religion, look no further than references to the antichrist and the false
prophet in the Bible.":
https://expose-news.com/2024/05/23/un-and-a-day-to-invoke-satan-and-the-antic
hrist/

>💉 "mRNA Vaccines Permanently Alter DNA of the Vaxxed & Their
Offspring — Censored Study" - Includes 1.29 min vid:
https://www.thetruthseeker.co.uk/?p=288098

>😬 "Microsoft Unveils Creepy AI-Powered Windows that Tracks
Everything You Do" - Includes 1.06 min vid
(Excerpts:) ""Microsoft’s new AI-enhanced Windows PCs, set to launch on June
18, will be available on devices manufactured by partners such as Acer, ASUS,
Dell, HP, Lenovo, and Samsung, as well as on Microsoft’s own Surface line.
However, these cutting-edge features will be reserved for premium models
starting at $999." - Cathy won't be going anywhere near that poisonous app-asp!:
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https://www.breitbart.com/tech/2024/05/21/microsoft-unveils-creepy-ai-powered-
windows-that-tracks-everything-you-do/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=e
mail

>👏 As reported in KU#137/20 May, a Louisiana bill that would require all public
K-12 schools and higher education institutions to display the Ten
Commandments in every classroom is poised to be the first such measure
passed in the U.S. The Republican-led measure passed in the Louisiana Senate
in a 30-8 vote on Thursday and awaits final House action before going to the
governor for signature. Louisiana’s Ten Commandments bill is inching closer to
enactment as the role of religion in public schools continues to be the subject of
state legislation and legal action. Under the bill, schools and colleges in
Louisiana would have to display the Ten Commandments in a poster or framed
document measuring at least 11 inches by 14 inches, with the text printed in a
large and easily readable font and presented as the main focal point. Now, check
this out! Louisiana is going for it, again! PTL!
"Louisiana Legislature approves bill classifying abortion pills as controlled
dangerous substances" - Includes .50 sec vid
(Excerpt:) "Two abortion-inducing drugs could soon be reclassified as controlled
and dangerous substances in Louisiana under a first-of-its-kind bill that received
final legislative passage Thursday and is expected to be signed into law by the
governor...Louisiana currently has a near-total abortion ban in place, applying
both to surgical and medical abortions." -  Why would a bacteria be considered
life on Mars yet a heartbeat not be considered life on earth?:
https://apnews.com/article/abortion-pills-louisiana-legislature-controlled-substanc
e-06ea3e8df86b72b473efe8fc71054ddf
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>💥 "FLASH UPDATE 10:47 AM EDT - CHINA STATE TELEVISION
DECLARES 'WILL TAKE TAIWAN IN EARLY JUNE'—WARNS U.S. - Taiwan
Defense Forces will destroy the Three Gorges dams when China invades the
rogue Chinese province!!":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/breaking-n
ews-china-state-television-declares-will-take-taiwan-in-early-june
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>🤔 Early June? Hmmm. How about 3 June?
"Rare 6-planet alignment will occur on June 3rd - During the solar
spectacle, the orbits of Jupiter, Mercury, Uranus, Mars, Neptune, and
Saturn will bring the six planets to the same side of the sun.":
https://endtimeheadlines.org/2024/05/rare-6-planet-alignment-will-occur-on-june-
3rd/

>👀 An International Court of Justice order that Israel cease operations in Rafah
has been dismissed by Israeli politicians, with National Security Minister Ben Gvir
claiming that the ICJ ruling was (yep, you guessed it, the Zios' tried-&-proven
tactic) "anti-Semitic”!
• "'Our future doesn’t depend on what gentiles say’: Ben Gvir, other far-right
ministers dismiss ICJ ruling"
(Excerpts:) "“There should only be one answer to the irrelevant order of the
antisemitic court in The Hague: the occupation of Rafah, the increase of military
pressure and the complete defeat of Hamas,” tweets National Security Minister
Itamar Ben Gvir. “Our future does not depend on what the gentiles will say, but on
what the Jews will do,” he adds, quoting Israel’s first Prime Minister David
Ben-Gurion.":
https://www.timesofisrael.com/liveblog_entry/our-future-doesnt-depend-on-what-
gentiles-say-ben-gvir-other-far-right-ministers-dismiss-icj-ruling/
- and
• "Former Israeli Government Minister Shulamit Aloni confesses that 'it's a
trick' for Israel to use false anti-Semitism accusations in accordance with
its interests" - 1.20 min vid:
https://x.com/DailySabah/status/1478077074233561107

>🤨 The b-grade comedian's legitimate term of office ended on 20 May. We're
now into the 6th day of illegitimacy. And this is the touted "freedom" and
"democracy" NATO squanders upon ad infinitum?
• "Zelensky’s legitimacy has expired – Putin; Russia believes there is now a
question mark over who legally can represent Ukraine, Vladimir Putin has
said":
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https://swentr.site/russia/598198-putin-zelensky-legitimacy-constitution/
- and -
• "Betting on Armageddon: What is Zelensky’s plan now that his term is
over - Legitimate or not, the Ukrainian leader is a national catastrophe
hell-bent on going global":
https://swentr.site/russia/598185-ukraine-zelensky-plan-term-over/

>💣 "FLASH — URGENT Russia Early-Warning (Nuclear) Missile Radar
ATTACKED":
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/news-selections/world-news/flash-urge
nt-russia-early-warning-nuclear-missile-radar-attacked

>😬 "Researchers Develop ‘Founding Document’ on Synthetic Cell
Development, non-living bits of cellular biochemistry wrapped in a membrane
that mimic specific biological processes." - More fulfillment of sci-fi predictive
programming.
(Excerpts:) "'The potential for this field is incredible...it’s unbelievable what we
could accomplish', said Lynn Rothschild, the lead author of the paper and an
astrobiologist at NASA’s Ames Research Center in California’s Silicon Valley.":
https://www.nasa.gov/general/researchers-develop-founding-document-on-synth
etic-cell-development/

>💉 Update on WHO the Hellth harmbingers' havoc!
• "The Netherlands Government finally bows to its parliament and
announces it will not vote Yes, although it will not vote No for any treaty
documents that come to a vote at the WHO today":
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/netherlands-government-unwilling-to-follow-its-
parliament-and-oppose-the-pandemic-treaty-abstaining-instead/
- and -
• This senior oncologist points out that 'turbo cancers' – a kind 'previously unseen
by doctors' that progress extremely quickly and are typically in stage four by the
time they are diagnosed – have started to appear after the vaccine rollouts.
"COVID-19 injections are 'a work of evil', says Japan’s most senior cancer
doctor" - Includes 55.07 vid:
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https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-23-covid-injections-work-of-evil-japanese-
doctor.html
- and -
• "NHS bosses use a four-step playbook to eliminate healthcare
whistleblowers concerned about patient safety - Healthcare professionals
work in a culture of persecution, lies and coverups, are subject to law-fare
and investigations if they speak up about medical error":
https://www.naturalnews.com/2024-05-23-nhs-eliminates-healthcare-whistleblow
ers-concerned-patient-safety.html?ref=truth11.com

>🔎 "Hacking Atlantis: The Craze In The HotZone!" - KURC. I finally got
around to taking in this 1.22.44 hr vid. Yes, there are some dubious "out there"
elements to this vid, but given its antediluvian clues and exposure of corrupted
mainstream history, imo it merits viewing. In particular, whilst I was already aware
of it to a certain degree, it helped to further my understanding of how, more often
than not, the fervent drive behind archaeology wars underpins "cosmetic" war
headlines. (In addition, my husband said the female co-presenter is not bad to
look at! Haha!!) "For there is nothing covered, that shall not be revealed; neither
hid, that shall not be known." (Lk.12:2):
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/hacking-atlantis-the-craze-in-the-hotzone/
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>🚨 "Netanyahu 'Invokes Another Genocidal Biblical Reference' While
Scolding The ICC" - Includes .53 sec and 1.44 min vids.
(Excerpts:) "You have to applaud mondoweiss.net (http://mondoweiss.net/) for
exposing this, as no one else in the media is reporting on it. In November [2023],
they translated a disturbing open letter written in Hebrew signed by around 90
Israeli doctors which urged the Israel Defense Forces to bomb hospitals in Gaza.
Similarly, The Grayzone in March translated a piece in the Hebrew-only media
detailing how the Israeli lawyer who pushed the 'Hamas mass rapes' hoax was
accused of scamming donors of millions of dollars. Israeli reporter David Sheen
in March also exposed how Israel's top rabbi in Jaffa issued a call in Hebrew to
genocide all Palestinians in Gaza and said the Torah demands the killing of men,
women, children and even babies.":
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https://www.informationliberation.com/?id=64460

>😳 "Fauci advisor implicated in potential FOIA [Freedom of Information
Act] violations and destruction of Federal records - he claimed to have
learned how to make emails 'disappear' after receiving FOIA requests":
https://dailytelegraph.co.nz/world/fauci-adviser-implicated-in-potential-foia-violatio
ns-and-destruction-of-federal-records/

>🤢 Archbishop Justin Welby has notched up thousands of miles flying on
foreign trips while lecturing parishioners about "global warming"!
"The Archbishop of Airmiles: Justin Welby is accused of hypocrisy after
racking up 48,000 miles on foreign trips to Africa, Gaza and Pakistan since
September despite lecturing people about climate change and advocating
for Net Zero - Green evangelist Welby accused of hypocrisy for racking up
48,000 air miles - The archbishop jetted abroad on ten trips since September to
exotic locations" - Agh! I'm starting to feel green myself! Hurry!! Pass me one of
those airsickness barf bags!:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13457675/The-Archbishop-Airmiles-Justi
n-Welby-accused-hypocrisy-racking-48-000-miles-foreign-trips-Africa-Gaza-Pakis
tan.html

>😤 So what does all this tell us? That the Whore is going full bore! There are
no doors. They're being bashed by AI tasks that diss the risks! Those pagan
p*$%ks! God knows their digits! No need to fidget. He'll release His judgments in
that concert of Trumpets!
• "OpenAI disbands team devoted to artificial intelligence risks":
https://www.yahoo.com/tech/openai-team-devoted-future-risks-221336168.html
- and -
• "SMART DUST BIOSENSORS AND CHEMTRAIL DISPERSAL" - 4.27 min vid.
Full transcription available at the link.:
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/smart-dust-biosensors-and-chemtrail-dispersal/
- and -
• "The silent war against humanity is escalating. Storms are being
manipulated by radar arrays and cloud seeding that has reached its
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technological zenith. The NWO manipulates these storms to increase death,
steal land, and insist on implementing their agenda." -Weather manipulation has
administratively been going on since the 1940s! - 7.20 min vid, but only need
watch up to 4.15 min (the rest is advertising).:
https://banned.video/watch?id=66510847cf811a8b155a26ed

>💦 Even millionaire mansions are worthless without water!
"Mexico City’s water ‘Day Zero’ may come even for the wealthiest
residents"
(Excerpts:) "Mexico City gets about a quarter of its water from the Cutzamala
system, a series of reservoirs, water treatment plants and lengthy canals and
tunnels, which is running dry. Some say the system could be unable to provide
water by June 26, known as 'Day Zero' in the metropolitan area of 22 million,
although scientists say rainfall could avert that disaster. As of May 21, the
Cutzamala system is at 28 percent of its capacity, according to the Basin Agency
for the Valley of Mexico, an historic low.":
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2024/05/25/mexico-city-wa
ter-day-zero/

>💥 Let's dot to dot this! As soon as I heard that this catastrophe took place
near a gold mine (scarcely mentioned in MSM!), I immediately started digging!
Dot to dot between these two articles and see the rapacious picture emerge! And
shall we just go for it and bet our bottom dots that this horrendous land damage
was, no doubt, rooted in all manner of utterly corrupt practices causing vibrational
toxicity, topographical instability and mammon-crazed metallurgy!
• "More Than 2,000 Buried Alive In Papua New Guinea Landslide, Local
Authorities"
(Excerpts:) "The unstable terrain, remote location and nearby tribal warfare are
hampering relief efforts in Papua New Guinea...The landslide hit a section of
highway near the Porgera gold mine, operated by Barrick Gold...[related to]
Barrick Niugini Ltd, its joint venture with China’s Zijin Mining...Barrick has said the
mine has enough fuel on site to operate for 40 days and other critical supplies for
longer.":
https://ddnews.gov.in/en/more-than-2000-buried-alive-in-papua-new-guinea-land
slide-local-authorities/
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- and -
• "Why the battle over PNG's Porgera gold mine has been called 'Game of
Thrones ... on crack'"
(Excerpts:) "Some locals say they've experienced considerable environmental
damage from the mine's waste and tailings, which has rendered parts of their
land useless. And more than 100 women allege they were subjected to sexual
violence at the hands of security staff employed to guard the mine site...locals
say living in the shadow of the gold mine has come at a steep cost to
them...locals say some of their land no longer produces food...wastewater
spewed out of a large drainage tunnel, making an artificial river...The valley is
scarred by mine dumps and tailings waste, as the footprint of the mine continues
to increase in size." - Includes 2.15 min vid:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2023-12-29/inside-the-battle-over-this-png-gold-min
e/103245364

>⚠ "The Dangers of Posting on Social Media." -Whew! 1 min vid:
https://www.youtube.com/shorts/DIl-HO9Ng3I

>😭 All sides - men, women - thrown in the bin by warmongers of sin, lining their
pockets with profits of war! God knows the score! Oh, Jesus! We weep through to
our core! Can we take much more?! Yet, the AC will rise in his fake-Christ
disguise! Give us grace for the race in spite of wars' waste, ever living in love and
beholding Your face! In Jesus' Name, amen!:
"I miss you, my brother. I never thought I’d lose you like this. I want to
reach you. I want to see you, my friend, so bad. I want to give you one last
hug.":
https://mondoweiss.net/2024/05/i-miss-you-my-brother/

>🙏 "8 Hours of Prayer for Freedom from the WHO – Worldwide Today –
Freedom Prayer on X Space – May 26th at 8:00 pm ET" - God help us to
continue to"pray without ceasing"! (1Thes.5:17):
https://tapnewswire.com/2024/05/8-hours-of-prayer-for-freedom-from-the-who-wo
rldwide-today-details-below/
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China sanctions U.S. companies, U.S. House of Representatives bans CBDC
and the National debt hits $34.7 amid out-of-control deficit spending - Let's
double check our seat belts. Turbulence ahead! "Everything comes at a cost. The
one thing worth having comes at a cost, too. You have to let go of your false
persona, because the one thing worth having is what replaces it. The good news
is that it is already present and waiting for you to let go of the origin of all your
suffering in exchange for everlasting freedom." (Les Visible) Indeed! "Therefore if
anyone is in Christ [that is, grafted in, joined to Him by faith in Him as Savior], he
is a new creature [reborn and renewed by the Holy Spirit]; the old things [the
previous moral and spiritual condition] have passed away. Behold, new things
have come [because spiritual awakening brings a new life]. So if the Son makes
you free, then you are unquestionably free. And put on the new self [the
regenerated and renewed nature], created in God’s image, [godlike] in the
righteousness and holiness of the truth [living in a way that expresses to God
your gratitude for your salvation]." (2Cor.5:17; Jn.8:36; Eph.4:24 - all AMP) PTL!

>🤦 Did anyone else get the drift that this pretense-filled window-dressing
exercise was full of holes?
"The $320 million Gaza pier, the American 'solution' to the humanitarian
catastrophe in Gaza – has now reportedly begun sinking into the ocean." -
.8 sec vid. There’s more info about this online. DYOR.:
https://x.com/SputnikInt/status/1795201526371131635

>🔥 "BREAKING – Turkey: protesters burn down the Israeli consulate in
Istanbul." - .23 sec vid:
https://x.com/GBinIsrael/status/1795202045139472751

>📢 A clarion call to remember to "Wherefore gird up the loins of [our] mind[s],
be sober, and hope to the end for the grace that is to be brought unto [us] at the
revelation of Jesus Christ; [and] above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith
[we] shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked." (1Pet.1:13;
Eph.6:16)
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"Von der Leyen proposes ‘vaccines’ for minds and a ‘shield’ for democracy
- The European Commission president‘s campaign features an
unprecedented preventive crackdown on wrongthink":
https://www.rt.com/news/598243-leyen-eu-democracy-shield/

>⚠ Having failed to achieve their depopulation goal with pandemics and
"vaccines", they’ve now switched to plan B: war with Russia. To prepare for this,
they are now rolling out plans for mass conscription.
• "Prime Minister reveals radical plan to force 18-year-olds to serve in the
military for 12 months - or give up weekends to carry out civil duties;
Sweden, Norway, France and Denmark reintroduced national service
recently":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13460033/prime-minister-military-service
-school-leavers-12-months-general-election.html
- and -
• "NATO Country Says Goal Should Be Breakup Of The Russian
Federation":
https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/nato-country-says-goal-should-be-breakup-r
ussian-federation

>🔎 "Globalists revving up plans to engineer global famine and starvation:
13 nations agree to convert over to less-productive ‘green’ farming
methods" - A year on, but very well worth remembering as an incentive to get
sowing and growing!:
https://libertysentinel.org/globalists-revving-up-plans-to-engineer-global-famine-a
nd-starvation-13-nations-agree-to-convert-over-to-less-productive-green-farming-
methods/

>😳 "OMG! This is crazy! Massive hail storms bury Mexico City and Puebla
in ice during unprecedented heat wave - This is unbelievable. That hail can
turn into a foot of snow and apparently this happened yesterday during a heat
wave… How the hell is there ice in Mexico in May and Texas is nearly 100
degrees today?" - A reaction to this article stated, "Geo-engineering and weather
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wars are entering "the reverberation phrase"! - Includes 8.02 min, .52 sec, 5.20
min vids:
https://strangesounds.org/2024/05/massive-hail-storm-buried-mexico-city-and-pu
ebla-during-unprecedented-heat-wave.html

>💥Where is all the following leading to? To HELL! This topic really gets me
fired up to no end! False gods in all their fornicatory forms are on the move big
time! To which we should not give our energy, not one iota! "But as the days of
Noah were, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be. For as in the days
that were before the flood they were eating and drinking [No, not binging on
McDonalds! I'm not gonna say it, but those in the know know what I'm getting
at!], marrying and giving in marriage [Fornicating with false gods in all their
fornicatory forms! Mental! Physical! Emotional! Psychological! Digital!
Commercial! Irrational! Etc.!], until the day that Noe entered into the ark, and
knew not until the [very day that the] flood came, and took them all away; so shall
also the coming of the Son of man be." (Mat.24:37-39) These gods require that
we desire their supremacy in all their forms! Because that's exactly what they
feed on! This is soul-sucking dangerous! The delites (because they will be
deleted!) pawn off these pagan idols in movies, comix, books, artwork, dolls,
cartoons, clothing, costumes (starting with ones made for babies!), theme parks,
sportswear, etc., etc. — all sorts of cabalic crap! But it's the fealty surrounding
these idols that they want from the masses! It's surreptitious, subtle and
sickening! And honestly, this putrid pagan enterprise, this satanic agenda, these
slimy superslopheros (super and heroes not!) are taking down humanity via the
masses minds!—And then their bodies foolishly, flopflopishly, flippantly follow!
Because people ALLOW it to happen to them!—In their every-waking
moment!—And foist it on children to feast on! Agh!
• "The fetishes of the future? Nurses and firemen will be replaced by
realistic elves and aliens as more people embrace VR sex, futurologist
predicts" - Includes .50 sec vid.
(Excerpts:) "A new report has predicted the future of love, sex, and relationships.
As VR sex becomes more widespread, it will open the door to new fetishes...a
third of Britons said they'd like to have sex and an intimate relationship with a
robot...This proliferation of VR technology will create 'interesting opportunities',
according to the CEO of sexual wellness brand, LELO, and futurologist, Tom
Cheesewright, [who wants to] predict the future of love, sex, and relationships.
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'To date, most of the exploration of virtual reality in a sexual context has been for
immersive pornography, but the integration of physical and digital creates new
possibilities.' VR will allow people to rewrite their surroundings for the 'ultimate
fantasy' roleplay, the futurologist says, with 'realistic elves and aliens' just two of
the possibilities. 'We can build characters around toys, robots and AIs.":
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-13463947/fetish-future-Nurses-fir
emen-replaced-elves-aliens.html
- and -
• "Would YOU have sex with a robot? One in three Britons say they'd like to
have an intimate relationship with a machine, report reveals; a report by
LELO quizzed 4,000 Britons about their sex habits and desires; a third said
they've used, would use, or would 'maybe' consider using a sex robot" -
Includes.47 sec vid:
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-12761883/Would-sex-robot-One-t
hree-Britons-say-theyd-like-intimate-relationship-machine-report-reveals.html
- and -
• Keep in mind that in Spain, sex with animals is legal! (One can only be arrested
for it if someone finds out and reports to the authorities that the animal got hurt.
My God, save us!)
"What on the surface seems like a harmless fairytale of LGBT Jesus merrily
having gay sex with all of history becomes a perverted paradise of nuns indulging
in sins of the flesh, and an unfortunate tangling of comically elongated Biblical
penises. We take a look at the controversial, and legally dubious ‘The Baby
Jesus Does Not Hate Ladybugs.’ A legal case has been brought against an
author in Spain, after he published a sexually explicit ‘LGBT’ activity book
reportedly aimed at readers over 6. At first glance, ‘El Niño Jesús no hate a los
marquitas’ (‘The baby Jesus does not hate ladybugs’) might seem relatively
harmless, if distasteful, with its cover portraying a happily queer Jesus on the
cross. However, dive a little further into the book and the reader is soon greeted
with cartoons of graphic sex acts, as various people from history cheerfully do
the deed with each other, nuns masturbate, and everyone has a jolly nice time as
happy flowers look on." - Spread the word! The Endtime war is on, it's real, and
it's seriously screaming out, "Wake up!":
https://x.com/RT_com/status/1794971801535033686 - 1.40 min vid
https://rumble.com/v4xjgyq-hardcore-lgbt-jesus-activity-fun-book-gets-massively-
sued.html - (repeat of above 1.40 min vid)
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https://www.facebook.com/RTnews/posts/865060498989478/?_rdr - photo of the
activity book

>💉 See that syringe!? It's the tongue of the serpent! Full of its poisonous deadly
detergent that urgently wants to deter you from health, God's gift of wealth!
"Touch not the unclean thing!" (2Cor.6:17) The Greek word pharmakeia appears
in Galatians 5:20 and Revelation 18:23. Terms from the same root word appear
in Revelation 9:21, Revelation 21:8, and Revelation 22:15. These are typically
translated into English as “sorcery,” “witchcraft,” or “sorcerer”. Ancient Greek
uses of pharmakeia closely mirror the generic modern English word drugs; the
same Greek root word produced English terms such as pharmacy and
pharmacist. God help and protect us all!
• "Real, Not Rare! - Search Hundreds of Covid Vaccine Injury Stories - (Find
others like YOU! Search by symptom, diagnosis, key word, name, location, etc)" -
A lot of these types of sites have become inactive due to being pressured to
close down!:
https://www.realnotrare.com/
- and -
• "Miscarriages Surge in Vaxxed Women, ‘Millions’ of Babies Lost" - Includes
4.23 min, .56 sec, 44.01 min and 2.17 min vids
(Excerpts:) "Since Biss’s bombshell congressional testimony, official government
data has emerged to reveal that a staggering number of pregnant women
suffered miscarriages and other reproductive ailments after they received a Covid
mRNA shot...both the Canadian and U.S. governments were aware of the harm
caused to pregnant women but kept the information hidden from the public while
pushing the 'safe and effective' narrative. A Canadian government database was
exposed in a new report showing an explosion of horrific side effects among
expectant mothers who received the mRNA injections.":
https://slaynews.com/news/miscarriages-surge-vaxxed-women-millions-babies-lo
st/

>🥰 Break from the carnage and make your own herbal medicine! - 15.45 min
vid, KURC.
"GROW YOUR OWN MEDICINE - 5 Medicinal Herbs you need to know - Take
control of your own health by growing Medicinal Herbs. In this episode, learn
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from Elle from Australian Medicinal Herbs the medicinal properties and how to
grow and harvest Mullein, Lemon Balm, Tulsi (Holy Basil), Passion Flower and
Hibiscus. Five easy to grow herbs that all taste great, are easy to process and
are all Medicinally Magical." - DYOR, too, on more healing plants! As someone
who knows, it’s so joyous to grow your own remedies! PTL!:
https://youtu.be/K3U1tr-h3Z8?si=su3Qzvh0F6WsNIG2

“The Lord bless thee, and keep thee:
The Lord make His face shine upon thee, and be gracious unto thee:
The Lord lift up His countenance upon thee, and give thee peace.

(Numbers 6:24-26)

***Disclaimer***
In the process of compiling the following articles, Cathy Gehr attempts to provide
newsworthy insights and information to help contribute to the interest of the reader. It is
with sincerity of intention to offer discerning and often controversial commentaries in
order to broaden and/or expose the truth behind world events and their impacts. By
implementing due diligence, decipherability, common sense and a large measure of
Christian-based foundation, the selection of this content has been presented with the
intention to provide value to the readership. Although applying great attention to detail,
as a matter of course, not all publicised opinions, commentaries and analyses will be a
full representation of our personal beliefs. Mainstream media are bound to their limited
guidelines and governances; whereas, we endeavor to offer another side of the coin,
with confirmations from reputable sources, in an effort to reveal real and factual news
stories. We encourage all interested and participating parties to embark on their own
research to verify, validate, substantiate and authenticate for themselves the material
therein.
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